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T.4- COMPTROLLER GENERAL
CECISICN O 091 THE UNITCD STATES

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20e4s

FILE: B--190418 OATE: February 10, 1978

,OTTEFR OF: United McGill Corporation and Lieb-
Jackson, Inc.

DIGEST:

1, Bidder's unsolicited descriptive literaturemay not
be disregarded where the circumstances are reason-
ably susceptible of a conclusion that the litera-
ture was intended to qualify the bid. Therefore,
when such literature contains exception to stated
material requirements, the bid must be rejected as
nonresponsive.

2. Bid that. exciuld*; applicable taxes was properly
rejectees as nonresponsive for deviating from the
IFB's tax clause reg'dring all bids to include
applicabie taxes.

3. Bid correctior; procedures are available only to
correct bids which are responeive to the invita-
t:^un. After bid opening, bidder may not be given
opportunity to delete nonresponsive conditions.

4. Where bid is subject to two reasonable interpreta-
tions, under onie of which it would be responsive
andunder the other nonresponsivre, bid must be re-
jected as ambiguous. Bldder's acknowledgment -f
amendment of canceled IFB containing specification
requirements deviatfng fro. terms of current IFD
rendered bid ambiguous. Bid mukt unequivocably
offe: to provide, without exception, the requested
items in total conformance with the terms and specif-
ication requirements of IFB,

5. Responsiveness oW bid is determined from face of bid
itself at time of bid opening. Bidder should not
be allowed to explain meaning of bid after bid opening.

These two bid protests were filed against the Army
Corps of Engineers' (Corps) award of a contract under
solicitation No. DACA31-77-B-0080 (IFB'-0080) which
requested tids to furnish a, electrostatic precipitator
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system for the Lima Army ModiF.4.cation Center, Lima, Ohio.
United McGill Corporation(Mrfill) argues that the contracting
officer incorrectly considered unsolicited literature in ito
bid as rendering the bid nonresponsive. Lieb-Jacksorj, Inc.
(Lieb-Jackson) argues that its acknowledgment of an amendment
issued under a prior canceled solicitation d16 not render
its bid nonrcrsponsive. For the reasons that follow, we concur
with the contracting ofeicer's conclusion that both McGill's
and Lieb-Jackson's bids were nonresponsive to the solicitation.

The McGill Prctest

The Corps found :tcGill's bid to be nonresponsive, be-
cause McGill included unsolicited information which the Corps
determined took material exception to the terms and conditions
of the solicitation. McGill e -nterds that the information
included in the bid package wan not intended to qualify its
bid and should have been disregarded. In the alternative
McGill argues that the qualifications we-e de minimis and
should have been waived.

The solicitation .:equested lump sum bids to provide and
install an electrostatic precipitator confdrining to the de-
tailed specifications and drawings inpthe solicitation. The
bidders were not requested to offer any particular model or
demonstrate how they would comply with the specifications.
Instead of merely indicating its price in the appropriate
space in the Schedule, McGill included the following perti-
nent documents in its bid package:

(1) A cover letter dated September 14, 1977 (the bid
opening date), signed by McGill's project manager, stating
in pertinent part as follows:

"United McGill is pleased to submit the enclosed
electrostatic precipitator system bid for the above
referenced project.

'United McGill will provide a complete turnkey
installation of the electrostatic precipitator,
direct system, and appurtenances in accordance
with the bid document and addendum. The attached
proposal documents outline the scope of the work,
labor, material, and equipment United McGillwill
supply."
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(2) A fourteen page letter dated Se-,'ember 12, 1977,
signed by McGill's presidont and a sales _. ineer, entitled,
"Proposal for Electrostatic Precipitator Syatem" in which
the Table of Cortents listed Section 12, TBxclusions."
The exclusion section stated in pertinent part as follows:

"United McGill meaker certain exclusions listed
below4, to be done or provided by the Owner or
added to our price later:

* * * * *

b. Sules, use and any other non-payroll
taxes.

(3) Standard Form 33, Solicitation, Offer, and Award, to
which was attached the General Provisions (Supply Contract)
dated November 24, 1975 which states in pertinent part:

he * * * *

"23. FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TAXES (1971
NOV) (a) Except an otherwise provided in ' '
contract, prices includes all a9?plicabler T
State, and local taxes and utlers."

* * * * *

The IFB contained no exception to this provision.

By letter of Octdber 6, 1977, the contracting officer
informed McGill that its hid had been rejected as nonrespon-
sive, because McGill had substituted its proposal for many
of the contractual and technical provisions contained in
the solicitation. The second reason given by the contracting
officer, which we believe is dispositive, was thats

"6* * *you [McGill] qualifiedvyour bid so that
it differed materially from the, requirements
of the Government in another respect. Section
Z2b of your proposal, page 13, excluder payment
of 'sales, use and any other non-payroll taxes'
from the bid price. Althcugh the amount of these
taxes cannot be calculated with any certainty,
they could potentially be very high. The Govern-
ment requires that these taxes be included in the
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bid price. Ther:efore, the exclusion o!' taxes
from the bid price is a material deviation which
constitutes a second basis for your bid being
nonresponsive.'

McGill re' 1s on Armed Services Procurement Rdgulation
(ASPR) S 2-202.5(f) (1976) fcr the proposition that uneolic-
ited descriptive literature will not be considered as quali-
fyiny a bid and will be disregarded unless it is clear from
the accompanying papers that it was the, bidder's inntJiitt'n
to so qualify the bid. Tn')ominlibn Road MachinevLyCoiPoiatis.-.,
56 Comp. Gen. 334 (1977), 77-1 CPD 89, we analyzed the language
of ASPR S 2-205.5(f) in the context of a case similar to this
one. We held that it is sufficient for a finding of nonrespon-
siveness that the unsolicited descriptive literature create
an ambiguity as to the bidder's intention to per2orm.

Whether or not the acdbompanying literature can be con-
sidered as qualifying a bid or rendering the bid ambiguous
is a function of whether there is a reasonably perceival.le
intended relationship between the unsolicited documents in
the bid package and tie offer made in the solicitation. As
we stated in 49 Cocnp. Gen. 851 (1970) at 852:

'In our view the intent of the bid must be
determihed from a reasonable construction of
its 6ntire contents including 'any unsolicited
literature. If the circumstances are reason-
ably susceptible of a conclusion that the lit-
erature was intended to qualify the bid or
if inclusion of the literature creates an
ambiguity as to what the bidder intended to
offer, then the bid must be rejected as non-
responsive to the invitation for bids. See
B-i66284, April 14, 1969, May 21, 1969, and
B-167584, October 3, 1969. As we stated in
B-166284, April 14, 1969:

'The crux of the matter is the, in-
tent of the offeror and anything
short of a clear intention to conform
on the face of the bid requires
rejection.

* * * * *

'When more than one possible inter-
pretation may reasonably be reached
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from the terms of a bid a bidder may
not be permitted to explain the actual
meaning or bid intended since this would
afford the bidder the opportunity to
alter the responsiveness of the bid by
extraneous material.'

"Award of a contract pursuant to formal advertising
may be made under 10 U.S.C. 2305(c) only to the low
responsible bidder whose bid conforms to the invita-
tion. We do not believe that statutory requirement
may be negated by a regulatory provision,, such as
Armed Services Procuremer.t Regulation S 2-202.5(f),
which presumes a bid to conform or be unqualified
where the intent of the bidder is ambiguous. Cf.
B-166284, May 21, 1969. Nor do we believe that the
invitation for bids may establish any arbitrary
conventions which provide chat the clear Languige
of thie bid will be ignored unless presented in a
particular form.'

The question before us is whether the included litera-
ture can be said to be reasonably susceptible of a con:clusibn
that it was intended to qualify the. bid. In crur view the
repeated references to the solicitation in the cc ar letter
and attached "proposal" could reasonably have been Do rceived
by the contracting officer as mn king the included information
a part of McGill's bid.

The literature, having a perceivable intended relation-
-hip to McGill's bid, is subject to close scrutiny in order
to determine whether it contained deviations from the solic-
itation. Dominion, supra. As pointed out above, McGill took
exception to the requirement that it include all applicable
taxes in its price. In the event of an a4ard on such a bid
the' contractor would be in a position to insist that the
contract price should be increased by the amount of any
applicable taxes, such as state and local taxes, contrary
to the tax clause of the invitation. This exc6ption to
including all applicable taxes in the bid w~s therefore a
material deviation from the terms of thy IFB. Allis-Chalmers
Material Handling Sales and Service, B-183228, May 6, 1975,
75-1 CPD 280. As we stated in 41 Comp. Gen. 289 (1961)
at 293:

"* * * (W]e would not deem it appropriate to
impose upon the several contracting agencies
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the burden of examining into the tax situation
of each bidder who may elect to submit a bid
price on an unsolicited tax-excluded basis,
and of making unilateral determinations of
the amount of applicable taxes which may or may
not be correct and acceptable to such biddersr.

Since the *condition imposed in McGill's bid is a maters al
variation from the exact requirements of the invitation for
bids, it may not be waived or corrected. Allis-Chalmers,
supra; 41 Comp. Gen., supra; ASPR S 2-405.

McGill also argues that the .iasolici1ted documents were
not intended to modify its, bId, and, to the extent'they did
so, they were mistakenly .ncluded in the bid package. To
that end, relying on ASPR'S 2-L06, McGill, after bids were
opened, submitted affidavits to #Ffirm the intended meaning.
We have consistently held, nowev'ei, that bid correction pro-
cedures areavailable only to permit correction of bids which,
as submitted, are responsive to the invitation. Such proce-
dures may not be used to make them respoinsive. To-permit
otherwise would be contrary to the principl' that bids may
nct be altered after bid opening to make them acceptable.
Redifon Computers Limited--Reconsideration, B-186691, June 30,
1977, 77-1 CPD 463.

Inasmuch as the issues discussed are dispositive of the
.-rotest, we do not consider the additional grounds relied
dpon by the contracting officer irn finding McGill's bid icon-
responsive.

The Lieb-Jackson Protest

Prior to the current solicitation of August 22, 1977, the
Corps issued invitation for bids DACA31-77-B-0053 (IFB-0053)
on July 6, 1977, ior the procurement of the same end item,
the electrostatic precipitator.

On July 8, 1977, Amendment 0001 to IFB-0053 was 'issued,
revising certain portions of the specifications concerning
coal analysis. Lieb-Jackson prepared a bid far this solici-
tation but was unable, for unexplained reasons, to submit
the bid by August 3, 1977, the bid opening date. Since only
one nonresponsive bid was received by the Corps to this so-
licitation, IFB-0053 was canceled.
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On August 22, 1977, IFB-0080 was issued. The only
revisions to the solicitation from IFS-0053 were in the
technical specifications, including those concerning coal
analysis. The revised specifications concerning coal anal-
ysis in IFB-0080 varied from those contained in Amendment
0001, dated July 8, 1977 under IFB-0053, the prior canceled
solicitation. No amendments were issued to 1F1-0080.

Lieb-Jackson submitted duplicate bids to IFB-0080.
Both biCs contained an acknowledgement of Amendment 0001,
datad July 8, 1977, which had been previously issued under
the prior solicitation.

The Corps reports that the electrostatic precipitator
ir being procured to reduce pollutants emitted from coal-
tited boilers in its heating plant at Lima, Ohio. The
Government must specify in the solicitation the grade of
coal it intends to use in order to establish the design
criteria, e.g. size, capacity, and efficiency of the elec-
trostatic precipitator.

The coal analysis specified in Amendment 0001 and refer-
enced in Lieb-Jacksou's bid, established a collection effi-
ciency of 97%, a maximum, outlet loading of 0.135 lbs./;.0
BTU, and a maximum unit capacity of 50,000 lbs./hr. The coal
analysis specified inIFB-0080 established a collection effi-
ciency of 98.5%, a maximum outlet loading of 0.12 lbs/106
BTU, and a maximum unit capacity of 60,000 lbs./hr. Thus,
the coal analysis specifications set forth in Amendment 0001
can be met by an electrostatic precipitator which may not
be abl'4 to meet the coal a:.'alysis specifications of TFB-0080.
The contracting officer, therefore, determined Lieb-Jackson's
bid to be nonresponsive.

Lieb-Jackson contends that a bid is hot nonresponsive
by the reason of the acknowledgment of a nonexistent amend-
ment and that such an acknowledgment should be waived as a
minorcXnformality, citing Tdrieessee Valley Service, Inc.,
B:-186380, June 25, 1976, 76-1 CPD 410. We disagree and find
Tennessee'Valley distinguishable. In that case, the original
bid package contained an Addendum No. 1, dated February 25
1976, to the specifications which the bidder acknowledged as
amendment No. 1, i'ebruary25, 1976. The bidder did not refer-
ence anything in its bid deviating from the requirements of the
original bid package, but merely confused the word "addendum"
with the word "amendment".
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At the very least, the reference in Lieb-Jackson's bid co
the prior amendment containing different specification re-
guirements rendered the F-' ambiguous to a certain degree.
It became less than sufficiently clear whether Lieb-Jackson
intended to furnish an electroztatic precipitatortn accord-
ance with the specification requirements of Amendment 0001
or those of IFB-0080. Where a bid is subject to two reason-
able interpretations, under one of which it would be responsive
and under the other nonresponsive, the bid must be rejected
as ambiguous. M.A. Barr, 5-189142, August 3, 1977, 77-2 CPD
77; Rix Industries, B-184603, March 31, 1976, 76-1 CPD 210.
Lieb-Jnckson's bid falls short of an unequivocal offer to
provide, without exception, the requestedtems in total con-
formance with the terms and specification requirements of
the invitation.

Lieb-Jackson also argues that the electrostatic precipi-
tator it intends to furnish would meet the specification re-
quirements of both IFB-0080 and Amendment 0001. It has been
the consistent position of thisOffice that the responsiveness
of a bid, that is, the bidder's intention to comply with all
IFB specifications, must be determined from the face of the
bid itself at the time of bid opening. T'rans3ort Engineering
Company, Inc., B-185609, July 6,. 1976, 76-2 CP) 10. Futrther,
a bidder may not explain the meaning of ito bid after' opening
as such action would serve to undermine the integrity of the
bidding system and cause overall harm to the system of compe-
titive bidding despite the immediate advantage gained by a
lower price in the particular procurement. 40 Comp. Gen. 393,
397 (1961).

Accordingly, the protests are denied.

Deputy Comptroller General
of the United States
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